Year 1 World History: Explorers

Key Learning
Now
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Living memory
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Parent’s

Past

Present

Neil Armstrong - 1969

Tim Peake - 2015

American

British

6 hours to reach space

8 minutes to reach ISS
People on Earth
could watch Tim
Peake live everyday
on the internet.

The moon landing
was televised in
black and white.
Armstrong spent 8 days in
space.

Peake spent 6 months in space.

The moon landing in 1969 is special because it was the first time
anyone had landed on the moon. Neil Armstrong is remembered as
the first person to walk on the moon.

Finding out about the past
We can find out about the past in living
memory by asking questions to people
who were alive at the time.
We can find out about the past
before living memory by looking
at drawings, photographs and
video’s made at the time of the
event.

Key Vocabulary
artefact

An object from the past.

Lunar Eagle

A spacecraft that carried the men
onto the moon’s surface.

International A large spacecraft that orbits the
Space StaEarth where Astronauts can live.
tion (ISS)
exploration

2015

1969

A group of people making a trip or
a journey for a purpose.

Children’s

Antarctic Explorers
In 1902, Robert Scott, Edward Wilson and Ernest
Shackleton set off to find the South Pole. They
managed to reach further South than anyone before
but were forced back due to illness.
In 1908, Ernest Shackleton made another attempt
to reach the South Pole on the Nimrod Expedition.
Again they had to turn back due to illness and a
shortage of food.
In 1910, Robert Scott set off on the Terra Nova
expedition in another attempt to reach the South
Pole. The mission was difficult due to poor weather
conditions.
Finally, in 1912 Scott and his team reached the
South Pole and
planted the British
flag.

Significant People
Neil Armstrong
1969-first man to land on the
mood.

Tim Peake
2015-first British astronaut to
live on the International Space
Station and walk in space.
Robert Scott, Ernest
Shackleton and Edward Wilson.
Antarctic Explorers-the first
men to reach the South Pole.
1902-Discovery Expedition
1908-Nimrod Expedition
1911-Terra Nova Expedition

